Comparison of qualities after housing transformation.

Public, accessible to all dwellers

- Opportunity: removable partition walls
- “snapshot of 1960s society”
- Opportunity: removable partition walls
- · 30 activity nodes
- · 59 quiet backs
- · 60 accessible green

Community space & circulation

- · 53 main gateways
- · 112 gallery surround
- · 166 gallery surround
- · 195 staircase volume
- · 114 hierarchy of open space
- · 131 flow through rooms
- · 161 sunny place
- · 118 roof garden
- · 133 staircase as a stage
- · 118 roof garden
- · 111 half hidden garden

Semi-private balcony space

- · 163 outdoor room
- · 161 sunny place
- · 118 roof garden
- · 111 half hidden garden

Custom dwelling - private domain

- · 126 indoor sunlight
- · 159 light on two sides of every room
- · 131 flow through rooms
- · 133 staircase as a stage
- · 133 staircase as a stage
- · 111 half hidden garden